ELOQUENT RAGE by BRITTNEY COOPER
BOOK CLUB DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. What is intersectional feminism and why is it crucial to the definition of feminism?

2. In what ways have you seen anger “focused with precision,” as Brittney cites from Audre Lorde’s Sister Outsider, enact political change?

3. In “Capital B, Capital F,” Brittney shares how she became a feminist. How did you become a feminist? If it was a homegirl intervention, who was that homegirl?

4. Who are the strong female leads you look up to in the media and in your own life? Why do you look up to them?

5. How can men best be fight for equality, and be allies to women, in a patriarchal society?

6. Brittney asks, in “Grown-Woman Theology,” “What does it mean when our spiritual and theological systems impede healthy living?” How would you respond to that question?

7. In “Never Scared,” Brittney says that “white fear is the cultural refuse of white supremacy.” How do you see this played out in politics today?

8. At the end of the book, Brittney offers a benediction. Add a few good words of your own to Brittney’s blessing.